
Story Prep!



Story Prep & Planning

● News & Upcoming Events
● Lexicon
● What Kind of Writer Are You?
● Story and Plot
● Idea to Concept to Story
● Story Structure – Formula vs. Form
● All Roads Lead to Story (Methods)
● Scene and Sequel – Mini-Structure
● Beat Sheets/Tents/Maps



Events & News

● Meet & Greet
● Kick Off
● Write-A-Thon
● Calendar: peowrimos@gmail.com
● Freshly Scrubbed Forums
● (create novel or not yet? Definitely sign up!)

mailto:peowrimos@gmail.com


Lexicon
● Character + Problem = Story
● Story. How character solves their problem
● Plot. How events/forces prevent the character from solving their problem
● Agency. Character's ability to act and make decisions
● Beat. A short moment in story punctuated by character action
● Scene. A piece of story in one place, time
● Scene Mission. What the scene accomplishes within the context of story
● Chapter. One or more scenes
● Context. What a specific action or piece of information means within the 

whole
● Subtext. Meaning that is gained without direct articulation



Lexicon, Continued

● Plotter. A writer who plots (outlines, meticulously 
prepares) before writing

● Pantser. A writer who jumps in to their story with 
minimal preparation, evolving the story as it's 
written

● Gardener. A hybrid approach of pantsing and 
plotting, the gardener creates story seeds and 
plants them with only a vague idea of how they will 
grow



What Kind of Writer Are You?

● Pop quiz at the end of the workshop

● How do you handle other projects? Super-
organized or loosely-managed or a combination?

● If outlines scare you, then don't
● Try new methods. Don't box yourself in because 

something worked once for you.



How to use this workshop

We’re going to cover a lot of information.

Many methods, techniques, and terms from dozens 
of books and websites

Different methods use terms differently and contradict 
each other. It’s not about right or wrong, just 
choosing an approach that works for you

We have handouts and links aplenty for further study 
of methods that interest you

Don’t feel like you have to absorb everything—this is 
a jumping-off point for you to try something new



Story and Plot

● Story maps the internal journey and the actions the 
character takes to solve their problem

● Plot is what happens outside the character's 
actions, what happens to the character, actions 
other characters take

● Plot should serve/focus/illuminate Story
● Story should impact Plot



Idea > Concept > Story

● Idea is a spark. Travel to Florida
● Concept turns idea into road map. Travel to Florida 

by car and visit national parks on the way.
● Premise. Take your estranged father with you to 

mend your relationship

● Concept should ask a question and invite reader to 
come along for the ride. What if? Will they?

● A solid concept is immediately compelling.
Larry Brooks, Story Engineering



Concepts and Story Development

“Begin your story development with a concept that asks 
dramatic questions—questions that, by their very nature, 
promise interesting, compelling and rewarding answers…

From the very moment of a story’s conception, writers can 
begin searching for story beats that offer strong story 
physics. You can ask yourself what’s interesting about 
this idea and what could make it more interesting. How 
will it lead to conflict for the hero? Does it result in a 
spine that can be unspooled with deliberate pacing? Will 
it cause the reader to feel something? If it doesn’t do 
these things, recast it from a more conceptual context 
and see what happens.”

Larry Brooks, Story Physics



Concepts

“The more specificity you can bring to your story’s 
concept, and the more compelling an edge you can 
bring to it, the richer the resultant dramatic 
sequence will be.”

“Can the concept be expressed as a succinct ‘what if’ 
question? If the concept is rich and compelling to 
any degree, phrasing it as a ‘what if’ question will 
not only be possible, it will be clarifying and 
empowering. A good question demands an answer. 
The answer is your story.”

Larry Brooks, Story Engineering



Narrative Strategies

If structure/plot is the roller coaster, narrative strategy is the 
cart you put the reader in for the ride

Point of View

How many characters are PoV characters, and how deep 
is the PoV?

How does this choice impact how your story will read?

Which PoV—first or third?

How does this choice impact your story?

Framing Devices

Tense

Flashbacks/Time Hops



Characters in the Story Equation

Characters have lots of problems.
Internal Conflict offers many storytelling options.
“Build in conflict as you personify your story people, 

and give them diversity. Use their pasts, their 
needs, and their fears as fodder for conflict. Use 
their strengths and weaknesses against them. Their 
backstory and characterization will be motivation for 
everything they do…

…Come up with an idea that seems impossible for 
the characters to overcome. If a situation looks 
impossible, it’s a pretty good bet the conflict will be 
strong.”

Writing with Emotion, Tension and Conflict by Cheryl 
St John 



Goals and Motivation

“Internal conflict is what gives the plot significance 
and keeps the characters emotionally at odds until 
the end of the book…

Everybody wants something: safety, escape, comfort, 
power, shelter, social standing, knowledge, 
success, money, children, recognition, admiration, 
sex, love. All of these are external motivations.

The reason they want what they want—that’s internal 
motivation.”

Writing with Emotion, Tension and Conflict by Cheryl 
St John



Internal Motivations

If their goal is…

…their internal motivation might be:

Freedom

Not enough self-confidence to commit

Recognition

Passed over/ignored

Forgiveness

Regain self-respect/‘earn’ self-forgiveness

Peace

Chaotic past

Passion

Raised in emotionally sterile environment

Acceptance

Insecurity



Internal Goals to External

If a character wants…

…they might:

Respect

Try to win a contest/Master a craft

Peace

Avoid short-term confrontations/isolate self

Freedom

Avoid commitment

Acceptance

Conform to someone else’s expectations

Passion

Create chaos in their relationships

External Goals Should Be Specific, Concrete



External Goals… to Story

Character + Problem = Story

Character’s goal will either contribute to the problem or be the 
problem

Example: a character wants freedom.

Will that desire for freedom directly conflict with another 
desire/need?

Will the character need to overcome the real reason they want 
freedom (insecurity)?

Will the character grow and realize a better freedom than the one 
they thought they needed?

Will the character grow and realize they don't need freedom at all?



Structure - Formula vs. Form

● A formula. 2 + 3 = 5
● A form. The visible shape or configuration of 

something, the parts a piece is created with, a 
media of expression

● Stories are a form, and understanding that form will 
help you prepare your story

● Simple: beginning, middle, end
● Complex: a beat sheet with every scene logged
● Many methods, as many ways to write a novel as 

there are novels



3-Act Structure

● Beginning, Middle, End



Three Act Structure

Write Great Fiction: Plot & Structure by James 
Scott Bell



Beginnings, Middles, Ends

● Beginnings are the who of the story
– Present the story world
– Establish the tone the reader can expect
– Compel reader to move to middle
– Introduce the opposition

WGF: Plot & Structure by James Scott Bell



Middle - The Confrontation

● Major part of the novel, a series of battles between 
the Lead and the opposition
– Deepen character relationships
– Keep us caring about what happens
– Set up the final battle



Endings - Resolution

● Provide resolution to the big story
– Tie up loose ends
– Provide resonance and story meaning
– Provide closure



JSB’s LOCK Method

Lead (a well-developed protagonist)

Objective (what the protagonist wants)

Confrontation (what stops the protagonist from 
getting what they want)

Knockout (a satisfying ending)



Snowflake Method
● Design a novel with the concept of snowflake fractals
● Start with a 1-sentence summary of your novel
● Turn that sentence into a paragraph with story setup, major disasters, and 

ending of novel (Each disaster corresponds with 3-act structure milestones--
first plot point, midway, second plot point)

● Create characters, writing up a summary for each (name, storyline, 
motivations, goals, conflict, epiphany, and a one-paragraph summary of 
storyline) (if these write-ups call for a revision of one-sentence or paragraph 
summaries, go ahead!)

● Use all these workups to write a one-page novel synopsis
● Write one- or two-page character synopses (half-page for minor chars)
● Turn one-page novel synopses into four page, detailing disasters and ending
● (Optional) Create a scene list, including descriptions, narrative bits, and 

dialog that interests you



Snowflake Method

● Writing Fiction for Dummies by Randy 
Ingermanson

● Google: snowflake method for a great article on 
this method if it appeals to you



Different Methods, Visualized



Story Engineering (4 Part)

• 3 acts become 4 parts with 5 key milestone 
moments

• Act 2 expands to Part 2 and Part 3, punctuated by 
3 milestones



Part 1 -  Set Up

First 20% of story

Introduces character and problem, prepares and sets 
up first plot point

Character is in ‘orphan’ stage, unready to change or 
face problem head on

First plot point is the moment the character 
emotionally chooses to commit to the story



Part 2 – Set Up

After first plot point, character tries to respond to 
problem

In this second quartile of story, character ‘wanders,’ 
taking risks, but character does not have necessary 
information or willingness to change, something 
keeps them stuck

The First Pinch Point attacks protagonist sometime in 
this second part.



Part 2 - Milestones

First Pinch Point. Antagonist/forces attack or create 
setback for character.

Midpoint shift. Halfway through the story, new 
information or resolve enters that prepares 
character to really tackle the story problem (enter 
part 3)

• “Parting the curtain.” MPS may not change the 
story, but it will change reader’s understanding of 
story

• Often called a context shift because this is the 
moment character stops wandering through story 
problem, to start attacking it in Part 3



Part 3

Character attacks story problem head on, conquers 
inner demons. Becomes warrior

Starts to succeed and act out plans that work

Part 3 Milestone – the Second Pinch Point. Much like 
the first, this is a second time the antagonist 
attacks/sets back the protagonist

The Second Plot Point. Accelerates the story, heralds 
the end. The last piece of the puzzle, the final 
ingredient.



Part 4

After the second plot point, character is prepared to 
face the end.

The climax will feel inevitable, and the character has 
all the information/tools they need to do 
battle/confront the antagonist

Part 4 answers the question asked at the first plot 
point, ties up major loose ends



Mission-Driven Scene Execution

Each scene has an expositional mission. One piece 
of story that propels the narrative forward, also 
known as exposition.

Can be major information reveals or changes—
surprise, here’s the bad guy! Or I’m leaving you, Or 
You’re Fired!

Can also be emotional or internal development—
character’s first doubts of relationship, 
acknowledging a problem, initiating that difficult 
conversation 



Scene Execution

A well-defined mission depends on the story.

An example: when I wrote the first scene in my last 
story, I thought the mission was “introduce Aggie 
and the bad guy”

I was wrong. The mission of the scene is to show 
Aggie avoiding a confrontation with a demon bully 
because she’s desperately trying to convince 
herself she’s a normal human.

Same potential scene, different executions, 
different goals.



Candy Bar Scenes

Holly Lisle’s How to Finish a Novel

Candy bar scenes. The scenes you’re itching to write, 
the ones that pop into your head with clarity and 
exuberance

Building blocks for planning your story—put them on 
your beat sheet/outline/map and add other scenes 
to support them

Carrots for writing story—three more chapters till the 
scene where [this] happens!



Scene and Sequel

“Scene and Sequel” is the large-scale structure of a 
scene

Describes a flow of events in fiction – goal, problem, 
response

“Scenes” are goals and problems

“Sequels” are responses



Scene and Sequel

Scene: Goal, Conflict, Disaster

Goal: what the character wants in this specific 
scene

Conflict: what stands between the character and 
their goal

Disaster: how the character doesn’t reach the goal, 
and how things get worse for them



Scene and Sequel

Sequel – response to the Scene’s disaster

Reaction. Character has emotional follow-through. 
Show the pain

Dilemma. What can they do now? No good options.

Decision. Character decides how to proceed, which 
means they have a new Scene goal…

By their nature, Sequels will be shorter than Scenes. 
Scenes have the bulk of the conflict, Sequels are a 
regrouping after the conflict.



MRUs – Motivation/Reaction Units
Small-scale structure in a scene

Motivation. Outside stimulus. Something happens to character. External 
and objective.

Reaction. Character’s reactions, subjective, ordered in the way we 
experience them:

Feeling. sensual experience (senses evoked, pain, adrenaline, primal 
emotions like fear, panic)

Reflex. Instinctual, physical reactions (wincing, ducking, bracing, 
twitching)

Action. Rational action and speech (complex actions that require 
deliberate thought—aiming a gun, fleeing, talking)

After protagonist’s rational action, reader is ready for next motivation

Not every MRU requires all three reactions, but they should always be in 
this order, because this is how we experience them



Barb’s Method

A conglomerate of all these methods

Hone idea to concept to premise

Write a logline and blurb (arc & plot)

Use character arc and desired ending to create plot points, 
milestones and antagonist

World-build as needed

Imagine candy bar scenes; add to beat sheet

Fill out rest of beat sheet starting with biggest gaps first

My beat sheet has 7 milestones—inciting event, first plot point, 
first pinch, midpoint shift, second pinch, second plot, climax

This divides story into 8 parts, or 6-8 scenes each, so I can 
visualize what part of the story is ‘thinnest’ and needs more



Barb’s Method, Part II

Troubleshoot holes with character interviews and bios

Create to-do list with concerns and problems

Create a dump file with word vomit that tries to solve 
problems and piece things together

Optional: create synopsis. Each scene gets a mission 
with location, possible descriptions, dialog snippets



Tabby’s Method





Story Engineering Beat Sheet



Story Tents – Story Engineering



Save the Cat! Beat Sheet 1 of 2



Save the Cat! Beat Sheet 2 of 2



Story Maps



Story Maps



Story Maps



Story Maps



Resources

Fiction Writing for Dummies

Story Engineering

Story Physics

Write Great Fiction: Plot & Structure

On Story

Writer’s Digest Handbook of Novel Writing

Holly Lisle’s How to Finish a Novel

How to Write a Novel Using the Snowflake Method



Thanks!

Questions/Comments

Check out Barb's Story Binder for handouts

See you soon!
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